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The receptivity of Protestants in Britain as well as Ireland to Woodward's argument was assisted by the belief that Protestants in Catholic Europe were systematically and egregiously oppressed. It was, for example, reported in a Dublin newspaper in 1784 that 'Protestants in France, Spain and other Catholic countries are ill-treated, and their effects confiscated after their decease to the ruin of their heirs and successors', though in fact this was no longer the case.
3 More generally, it affirmed the link that Protestants had long made between Catholicism and arbitrary power, the perception that 'despotic states … have found in the papal authority, a congenial system Guided by such perceptions, Protestants in Ireland felt entirely justified in appealing to the law to protect them against the prospect of Catholic tyranny. In all, approximately 60 acts (known as 'popery laws' until this appellation yielded to the term 'penal laws' in the later decades of the eighteenth century) were devoted to this purpose.
5 But this figure understates the legislative effort involved, since a further 80 bills never made it to the statute book, while a substantial number of measures, such as the 'qualification of officeholders' provisions enacted every session between the mid-1720s and late 1780s, which applied or derived their authority from earlier antiCatholic enactments, and the smaller but significant number of bills and acts devoted to their repeal, augment the total corpus of this legislation to about 200 acts. By focusing on the parliamentary history of the legislation, this chapter looks anew at the purpose, introduction, enforcement, and repeal of the laws directed at confining Catholics and Catholicism, which (much more emphatically than those targeted at Protestant Dissenters) defined the confessional character of the eighteenth-century Irish state.
Consistent with the fact that the kingdom possessed its own lawmaking institutions, the anti-Catholic sanctions applied in Ireland were primarily of domestic origin, but because the authority of the Irish parliament to make law was limited by the requirement in Poynings' Law that all legislation receive prior certification, parliament shared its legislative role with the Irish and English (from 1707 British) Privy Councils.
6 They possessed different powers: the Irish council could initiate, as well as amend and respite, legislation; the English/British council could amend, respite and certify. The cumulative effect was that, as well as the English statute book from which much Irish law was ultimately drawn, the shape of Irish anti-Catholic legislation bore the imprint of both councils, in particular the English, which used its powers not only to amend and remodel individual bills, but also to influence the broad contours of Irish anti-Catholic legislation, and, when it deemed further law unnecessary, to prevent additions. Indeed, the parliamentary history of the laws targeted at Catholics provides a revealing insight into the manner in which, within a composite-state structure, the dominant power (England) used the mechanisms available to ensure that the law of the subordinate power (Ireland) conformed in one key aspect to what it considered appropriate.
Making the popery laws, 1691-1709
The Protestant interest in Britain and Ireland was persuaded of the necessity of a corpus of anti-Catholic law by political experience as well as theological conviction. The alarming implications of the success of the
